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7” STUDYBOOK TABLET PC
(WITH

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE SYSTEM)

Volume Buttons

classroom management
Ambient Light Sensor

Front Camera

Learning collaboration, in-class tests/quizzes and
file sharing

theft deterrent
Hardware-based
security solution to protect
school/client asset
Type-B MicroUSB

labcam

Micro-SD Slot

6 unique modules for scientific
experiment

SPECIFICATIONS: 7” STUDYBOOK TABLET
CPU/Chipset:
Intel® Atom™ Processor Z2460 – 1.2GHz
Memory:
1GB LPDDR2
Storage:
8G Emmc
LCD/ touch panel: 7” 1024 x 600 IPS capacitive multi-touch (16:9)
Stylus:
Capacitive simple stylus (optional)
Network:
802.11b/g/n , BT 2.1+EDR
Battery:
15.5Whr (4200mAh) battery
Audio/Speaker/Microphone: Integrated audio, speaker and mic
Dimension:
200x122x9.95 (mm)
Weight:
<500g
System I/O:
1 x micro USB 2.0 typeB, 1 Micro-SD Slot, Stereo
Speaker x2, Built-in microphone x1
Sensor:
Accelerometer, light sensor, GPS
Camera:
front 0.3MP VGA camera, rear 5.0MP
Ruggedness:
Target 60cm drop, water resistance, IP41
Security:
TBD
OS:
Android 4.1 (JELLY BEAN);
SW:
Education SW stack
WITH: FILIPINO HERITAGE APPS (FULL-COLOR
INTERACTIVE ENCYCLOPEDIA)

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 2013. Prices subject to change without prior notice. VAT NOT INCLUDED.

textbook
Natural, easy and
fun reading

note taker
Provides a
natural note-taking
ability

Intel Education Resources
Enhance 21st century teaching and learning

Provides compelling pre-loaded content to enhance 21st century teaching and learning.
Allows teachers and students to experience a variety of professional development materials and
learning references.

Software Resources

Compelling eLearning courses providing deeper
exploration of 21st century learning concepts

Education Resources

World class education resources supporting ongoing
learning at a time that suits you

Digital Literacy

Leading courseware covering basic PC skills and
key education applications

Alliance Program

Local integrated solution delivering 1:1 eLearning
to classrooms worldwide

labcam
Make abstract concepts tangible
Provides a natural science exploration application with the built-in camera to make abstract concepts tangible for students.
Enables students to carry out scientific observations and measurements
using this 21st century tool
1. Time-lapse Cam. Observe nature’s slow processes.
2. Motion Cam. Witness hard to capture events in
targeted area.
3. Universal Logger. Digitalize any instrument that
has a digital, radial-dial, or fluid-based display.

4. Kinematics. Track and graph movement characteristics.
5. Microscope. Explore the world through
size with optional attachable micro lens.
6. Pathfinder. Discover the invisible
paths and detect patterns around you.

note taker

Help students summarize and synthesize information.
Provides a natural note-taking interface for students in a classroom environment.
Allows students to create and customize a rich number of notebooks in which they can
draw, insert pictures and take notes with their own handwriting using a stylus or finger.

mediacam
Enable students to express creativity and communicate information visually
RECORDER.Take pictures or record videos.
ANIMATOR. Tell your own story with stop-motion animation.
PRESENTER. Use advanced tools to edit recorded pictures and make your own eBook.
EDITOR. Edit recorded LabCam and MediaCam videos and be your own movie editor

